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SUMMARY 

 

The Recreational Boating & Fishing Foundation (RBFF) is a D.C.-based not-for-profit 

organization whose federal mandate is to preserve and promote recreational boating and 

fishing in the U.S. Keeping fishing and boating thriving hinges on diversifying participation. 

White males 50+, the core target segment keeping the marine industry thriving, are dying 

out. While 17% of the population, but only 5% of current anglers, Hispanics presented a vital 

opportunity; however, they lacked awareness of boating and fishing, faced several barriers, 

and had been an elusive target. Thus, the RBFF contacted Lopez Negrete to tailor a strategy 

targeting young, active, digitally savvy, and rapidly growing Hispanics.  

 

A through research plan was implemented to: develop a target bull’s-eye; gauge awareness, 

drivers and barriers to participation; and generate engagement. The research resulted in a 

strategic, fully integrated 360 campaign designed around three primary consumer pillars: 

expose, educate and engage. The centerpiece was a culturally relevant webpage providing a 

communications hub, VamosAPescar.org, which to date has exceeded all goals and objectives 

and has received several awards and industry-wide recognition. 
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Marketing Challenge 

 

In 2013, the RBFF was faced with several marketing challenges: 

1. The traditional boating and fishing target demo was in decline: U.S. Census 

numbers show non-Hispanic white males 50+, who comprise over 50% of current 

anglers and serve as the category’s core demo, are experiencing a real decrease.  

2. Meanwhile, high-growth Hispanics had low and stagnant category 

participation: Accounting for 55% of population increase 2000-2010, projected 

to reach 65MM by 2020, only 5% of Hispanics fished vs. 15% for mainstream, with 

equally low boating participation. 

3. Existing outreach efforts neither reached nor engaged Hispanics: The 

RBFF’s mass market website, TakeMeFishing.org, was only in English, focusing on 

supporting established anglers and reawakening lapsed angler interest. Messaging 

encouraging novice anglers or boaters was minimal. Further, situations and 

imagery lacked diversity and the “Take Me Fishing” call to action did not resonate 

with Hispanics, who lacked awareness of the sport and needed a culturally 

relevant invitation. 

4. Hispanic participation barriers were neither understood nor addressed: 

These include general lack of boating and fishing experience; perceptions boating 

and fishing were boring/sedentary; entry costs high and licenses difficult to obtain; 

and, most importantly, that Hispanic participation was not desired or encouraged.  

After unsuccessful digital outreach tests, the RBFF approached Lopez Negrete to develop 

a Hispanic strategy to expose, educate and engage the Hispanic audience. 

 
 
 
Methodology 

 

A thorough research plan was put in place to gain insight into our Hispanic segments while, 

leveraging the knowledge and experience of the RBFF’s key stakeholder groups: federal 

and state Departments of Natural Resources; Parks and Wildlife Agencies; and boating and 

fishing manufacturers, dealers and retailers. 

We began with key stakeholders: A total of n=20 in-depth IDIs were conducted. The 

objectives were to: establish a base of knowledge from an industry-specific perspective; 

learn from existing and past Hispanic efforts. 

Through segmentation work, we identified three key segments on which to focus: 

- Happy Hikers: Family oriented, digitally savvy, nature lovers whose lives revolve 

around kids; regularly outdoors, but rarely boat or fish 

- Social Anglers: Active singles seeking thrilling outdoor experiences, our next ring 

out 

- Fishing Fanatics: Avid anglers believing fishing is more religion than sport 

We explored bonds and barriers of avid Hispanic anglers: We held a total of four 

focus groups with English- and Spanish-preferred Fishing Fanatics to better understand the 

path to their boating and fishing passions and map out barriers to participation. 

We conducted ethnographic “fish-alongs”: We took two non-fishing Happy Hiker 

families and two Social Angler couples on fresh and saltwater excursions to explore 

underlying perceptions and attitudes toward fishing and boating. Through pre-, during and 

post-event interviews, we learned their barriers and drivers and determined key triggers of 

engagement. 

Results from the research identified Happy Hikers as our creative bull’s-eye. 

 

 

http://takemefishing.org/
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Creative Execution 
 

Research confirmed fishing as a well-suited pastime for Hispanic families. It’s a 

healthy lifestyle activity bringing the family together, conducive to creating memories, and 

building new family traditions. But, not growing up with these pastimes, boating and 

fishing were not on their radar. It also confirmed Hispanic families were mobile first:  

This fact was key to the website’s dynamic design development, where the pages worked 

seamlessly on any screen (in comparison to its sister mass market website). 

The creative strategy was built on three key pillars: 

1. Expose: Make boating and fishing top of mind, family oriented, easy to do, fun 

2. Educate: Inform about relevant rules, regulations, guidelines, how-to’s; facilitate 

help and resources 

3. Engage: Show relatable situations, people experiencing activities; provide 

opportunity for participation, to live the thrill of the catch, feel rush of the water 

and have fun 

The primary creative developed was the VamosAPescar.org website itself. One 

important note is that the website name is not a literal translation of the mass market 

“TakeMeFishing.org,” but rather a Hispanic-specific site. The name means “let’s go fishing,” 

providing a culturally relevant call to action; the page is available in both English and 

Spanish. Creative included: VamosAPescar.org experiential website, optimized for mobile 

and tablet access, designed to take site visitors through all three pillars; digital banners; 

pre-roll video; PSAs for TV and radio (to drive traffic to the website); how-to videos, and 

the Vasquez family fishing/boating video. 

In addition, key stakeholders were provided Hispanic outreach resources: Hispanic 

marketing webinar/best practices, a boating/fishing English/Spanish dictionary, an image 

library, and a monthly newsletter. 

 
 

Business Impact 

 

Our creative’s objective (delivered via digital banners, pre-roll video, PSA TV and radio) 

was to get Hispanic families onto the VamosAPescar.org website, where they could learn 

more about fishing, how to successfully go about planning a fishing trip, where to go 

fishing, and view how-to information and videos. Specifically, our goal was to deliver 

350,000 website visits over RBFF’s 2014 fiscal year (April through March). We aimed for 

the Hispanic-centric VamosAPescar.org to outperform – in terms of visitation and 

interaction – the general market English-language sister site, TakeMeFishing.org, during its 

inaugural launch two years earlier. 

After the eight-month mark (through November 2014), VamosAPescar.org: 

- Has met 83% of site’s visit goal and is pacing to finish at 124%; mobile 

devices generated 72% of new users and 73% of total site conversions. 

- Has generated 89% of referrals to state fishing license pages, in contrast to 

TakeMeFishing.org, which drove 84% traffic to those pages.  

In addition, the website has won numerous awards and industry-wide 

recognition: 

- From the Academy of Interactive and Visual Arts: two W3 2014 Silver Awards, 

General Website Categories – Lifestyle and Mobile Websites – Education; five 

Davey Silver Awards: one  for Websites – Branding; two for Mobile Websites – 

Education and Sports & Recreation; and two for Mobile Marketing – General 

Interests/Variety and Lifestyle. 

- From the Web Marketing Association: two Best Non-Profit Mobile Website 

Awards: one for Leisure and one for Lifestyle. 
 

 

http://vamosapescar.org/
http://takemefishing.org/

